Goal Crusher Guide by
Tiffany Agnew Inspires

Hey Girl,
I'm so proud of you for taking the first step to creating and
building your best life; If you are willing to do the work you
can create massive positive changes in your life starting today.
At Tiffany Agnew Inspires we believe in the power of setting,
having and actively working towards your goals and getting
really clear about the direction and vision you have for your
life.
I'm asking you now to commit. Do the work. Show up to your
life and stop watching it like a spectator on sidelines. Get in
the game.

XO Tiffany

Create your Dream List
Pull out a piece of paper and create your dream list.
Don't think about it. Don't limit or hold yourself back.
Think of all the things you want to achieve and life and
just let them pour out of you without judgement from
you. Don't try to figure out how it would come together
or how you'd do all the steps involved. If there is
something on your heart write it down.

Reflection
The seasons of your life are
constantly changing and
evolving. This means that you
need to continuously reflect
and evaluate where you are
and where you want to be.
Before deciding on which goals
you want to tackle first evaluate
where you're at and what feels
most important to you in this
season of your life.
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Reflection Questions
Why haven't I reached this
goal yet?
Why have I been
procrastinating?
When do I feel happiest?
What's holding me back from
following through?
How am I spending my time?
How do I feel about where I'm
at in life right now?
What would I regret not
doing?
What are the things that I
must do?
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Make it bite Size
AFTER YOU DECIDED ON A GOAL YOU WANT TO PURSUE
YOU NEED TO BREAK IT DOWN INTO THE SMALLEST
SIMPLEST ACTION.

So many people get stuck focusing on the end part of
their goal but to achieve a goal we need to break that
START DATE
ASK
D DATE
goal downTinto
the smallest steps until theyE Nbecome
habits.
For example if your goal is to keep your home more
tidy and get organized maybe the first thing you start
with is making your bed everyday. When that becomes
a habit you can add something else.
Pro Tip: Check out James Clear's Book, Atomic Habits
I highly recommend this book to anyone trying to
create change in their lives.
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Easiest Point
Where is the easiest point in the day that you can
HASE
STIMATED BUDGET
implementPyour
new habit? If weEgo
back to the
previous example and your goal is to keep your home
tidier and get more organized - take a look at your day.
Where will there be the least amount of resistance.
If your house is frantic in the mornings then maybe
focusing on making your bed as soon as you wake up
isn't the best place to start.
Where in your day is the best time and place for you to
start implementing your new habit? This won't be the
same for everyone. The key is to find your way.
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Track your Progress

WHAT YOU TRACK AND MEASURE IMPROVES

It only makes sense. How do businesses become really
successful? They track their sales and continuously
make plans to improve.
How do great athletes like olympic medalist
consistently improve? They track their times, sleep.
and workout regimes.
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Bonus!!! We've included a
tracker for you!

NOW TO USE THIS TRACKER

Choose the habits you want to track. You can track as
many habits as you'd like but we reccomend that you
work on creating just one new habit at a time.
Write the habits you want to track in the left hand
column and tick off the days you've completed your
habit.
FIND YOUR TRACKER ON THE NEXT PAGE!
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The biggest adventure you can take is to live a life of your dreams~ Oprah Winfrey
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